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Reviewer's report:

Major Compulsory Revisions
1. There is a need to recast the 2nd paragraph of the Background.
2. Giving the frequencies in the results as fractions is not needful. Use of "n" is also not acceptable
3. The authors have repeated some of the results given in Tables 1 and 2 in the text under RESULTS. They should either cite it in the test or leave it in the table,
4. Under Discussion, part of the results were repeated which was not necessary

Minor Essential Revisions
1. Actual adverse effects were not mentioned but rather grouped according to organs affected. It will be good to have some of the actual adverse effects and the causative treatment

Discretionary Revisions
There should be a paragraph for the limitations experienced while carrying out the study

Level of interest: An article of outstanding merit and interest in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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